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All too often, English second language learners come across phrasal verbs and 
find themselves missing the point. They find themselves in need to look up these 
phrases in order to understand the intended meaning. Learners usually recognize the 
meaning of the verb; however, the action suggested by the verb does not go along with 
the associated object or the surrounding context. Simply, what they read does not 
make sense. A particle that looks like a preposition is attached to the verb and affects 
the meaning of the whole sentence. This change in meaning leads to misinterpretation 
and causes communication failure. Phrasal verbs (PVs) are too many to master and 
sometimes one PV has multiple meanings (e.g., make up). Some studies described 
PVs as “a recurring nightmare” to English language learners (ELLs) (Littlemore & 
Low, 2006), and in other studies mentioned that PVs “do not enjoy a good reputation” 
(Rudzka-Ostyn, 2003). The natural reaction toward difficult language constructions is 
avoidance.  
This study concerns itself with the avoidance attitude of Arabic ELLs toward 
English phrasal verbs (EPVs). Earlier empirical studies attributed the avoidance of 
using EPVs only to the syntactic differences between L1 and L2 (Dagut & Laufer, 
1985; Laufer & Eliasson, 1993). Other studies ascribed the avoidance behavior to the 
semantic difficulty of EPVs (Hulstijn & Marchena (1989). However, recent studies 
speculate that there are more factors for the behavior other than the L1 L2 differences 
and the polysemous nature of English PVs (Liao & Fukuya, 2004). This study 
iii 
validated the avoidance behavior among Arabic learners. It also looked into three 
salient factors that have direct effects on the avoidance behavior of English phrasal 
verbs: the proficiency level of the learners, the length of stay in L2 environment, and 
the type of phrasal verbs. A total of 18 Arabic informants, equally divided into two 
groups (intermediate and advanced), participated in an experimental test to investigate 
the Arabic ELLs’ avoidance attitude and the reasons behind it. It was hypothesized 
that the performances of the two groups were different through measuring the means 
and proportions of the two groups. 
 The results proved the alternative hypothesis (H1) and rejected the null 
hypothesis (H0). That is, the means of the two groups were not equal. The intermediate 
group avoided more PVs than the advanced group. The results also showed effects of 
the variables on the avoidance behavior. 1) The advanced group selected and used 
more PVs in the experimental test than the intermediate group. 2) The longer the 
period a learner stay in an English speaking environment, the more PVs are learned.   
3) PVs that bear idiomatic meaning are avoided more than PVs that carry idiomatic 
meaning are avoided more than the ones that carry literal meaning. The study also 
overviewed the concept of phrasal verb in Arabic and English in its folds and viewed 
the stance of grammarians about PVs in the two languages. Three approaches of 
teaching EPVs were presented as an attempt to find ways that allow ELLs perceive 
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This study investigates the avoidance of English phrasal verbs by Arabic 
learners. It is true that phrasal verbs (PVs) or verb-particle combinations are 
commonly used in the English language, especially in colloquial speech. This 
statement suggests that phrasal verbs are easy to acquire by English language learners; 
however, unfortunately, it is untrue. Generally, English language teachers, whether 
either native or nonnative speakers or in ESL/EFL settings, feel that there are few 
lessons, aspects, and rules that are considered challenging such as PVs for English 
language learners (which will be henceforth referred to as ELLs) to master. According 
to Girju (2008, p. 185) and Gocsik (2004), articles and prepositions are the most 
difficult aspects of English language for ELLs and represent the major source of 
grammatical errors. In other studies, PVs come after articles and prepositions in terms 
of difficulty. In fact, a survey was carried out by Covitt (1976) who found that phrasal 
verbs ranked third after articles and prepositions and before verbal and conditionals 
(as cited in Celce-Murcia & Larsen-Freeman, 1999, p. 340). 
McArthur (1975) described PVs as the “biggest headache” for ELLs (p. 6), and 
Rudzka-Ostyn (2003) stated that they “do not enjoy a good reputation” in English 
language learning although they are very common in spoken and written English and 




p. 339) stated that PVs represent one of the most “notoriously” challenging aspects of 
the English language. The notoriety of these multi-word verbs or verb plus particle 
constructions emanates from two different sources: the syntactic peculiarity (Dagut & 
Laufer, 1985) and the semantic opacity (Hulstijn & Marchena,1989); more details 
about these studies are discussed in the Chapter II. Due to their structural oddity and 
complexity of meaning, PVs were labeled and considered a linguistic phenomenon 
that is a property of the Germanic languages (Darwin & Gray, 1999, p. 65). 
No doubt the above mentioned facets of English phrasal verbs (EPVs) have an 
impact on ELLs. The natural reaction toward such a tricky and “fuzzy grammatical 
category” (Gardner & Davies, 2007, p. 341) is avoidance. In Second Language 
Acquisition (SLA) studies learners’ avoidance behavior is a piece of the big picture. 
For details about the influences of previously learned languages on the target language 
and the role of language transfer in the process of language learning, check Gass and 
Selinker (2008). According to Schachter (1974), L2 learners construct hypotheses 
about the target language based on the knowledge they have about their first language, 
their L1. Thus, L1 learning strategies are transferred to learn the target language. If the 
constructions in both languages are similar, students learn these constructions easily 
which is known as “facilitation” in SLA and it is considered a positive transfer (Gass 
& Selinker, (2008). However, if the constructions are “radically different, learners 
reject them or use them only with extreme caution” (Schachter, 1974, p. 212). In her 
study, Schachter concluded that it is important to study not only the forms that the 




Since then, research studies have emerged to tackle students’ avoidance behavior in 
many aspects of the target language, including grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary, 
and reading. Such efforts are held to improve language learning and teaching and to 
raise teachers’ awareness of the difficulties their students may encounter.  
Basically, avoidance is a communication strategy in SLA that is employed by 
L2 learners when they do not “talk about concepts” that are unfamiliar to them in the 
TL. Avoidance is classified under the borrowing category of communication strategy. 
Paraphrasing is another category of communication strategy that includes 
circumlocution. According to Tarone (1981) circumlocution occurs when a learner 
tries to describe actions or objects without using the suitable L2 grammar or lexicon 
(e.g., use panda to describe a bear) (p. 286). Avoidance and circumlocution are two 
communication strategies that belong to two different categories.  
From another perspective, Kleinmann (1977) questioned whether the 
avoidance behavior of certain linguistic forms is a result of complete ignorance of the 
forms, in this study it is EPVs, or because avoidance, according to him, suggests that 
the learners are familiar with these forms but they do not use them. Kleinmann 
investigated the avoidance behavior on Arabic, Spanish, and Portuguese ELLs in four 
grammatical forms: infinitive complement, passive, present progressive, and direct 
object pronoun. Kleinmann found that his experimental test manifested an avoidance 
pattern that different L1backgrounds seem to follow. For example, English learners 
with Spanish and Portuguese backgrounds avoided using infinitive complements and 




(e.g., I told her to leave). Learners with Arabic background, on the other hand, avoided 
using the passive voice form because they were the group who produced the fewest 
passive forms in Kleinmann’ study (p. 102). 
The purpose of this study is to shed some light on the attitude of Arabic 
students toward EPVs. Specifically, it examines whether Arab ELLs avoid using EPVs 
or not. Then, it tries to explain the reasons behind the avoidance behavior, in case it 
actually occurs, through analyzing the data of the experimental tests. Earlier studies 
have ascribed the avoidance behavior of ELLs to syntactic differences between L1 and 
L2, pinpointing that the absence of the category of PVs in the L1 is the main reason of 
the avoidance behavior. Other studies consider the semantic complexity is the main 
cause that holds learners back from using EPVs even though the category of PVs does 
exist in the learners’ L1. Recent studies about avoiding EPVs incorporated significant 
variables in the equation in order to incisively justify the behavior, the proficiency 
level of the students, the amount of contact with the L2 environment, the context, and 
the type of EPVs.  
 
Research Questions 
The research questions of this study are as follow: 
1. Do Arab students avoid using English phrasal verbs? 
2. If yes, is the avoidance due to syntactic or semantic reasons of the phrasal 
verbs?  
3. Comparing the scores of the two levels, which group prefers using phrasal 




4. Do students recognize the change of meaning that occurs to the verb when 
a particle is attached? 
This study concerns itself with the attitude of Arab students toward a particular 
linguistic characteristic of English language, phrasal verbs. To attain such a goal, it is 
essential to look into the syntax and semantics of the verb in both languages, Arabic 
and English, with a sort of contrastive analysis viewpoint to identify the similarities 
and differences between the two languages. It also takes into account the variables that 
might affect the results, either directly or indirectly. In this way, ESL teachers find 
explanations for common mistakes, notice the avoidance behavior of their students, 
and attempt to predict them in the future. 
This study consists of four chapters through which the phenomenon of 
linguistic avoidance of English phrasal verbs by Arabic learners of English is 
discussed. In Chapter I, the discussion covers the first part of the equation, Arabic 
language. It discusses a few arguments about the existence of the category of phrasal 
verbs in Arabic that impacts the learners’ attitude toward EPVs. It also addresses 
translation issues which affect the formality and informality registration of the 
discourse. Chapter II is about the second part of the equation, English language. It 
covers syntactic and semantic classification of English phrasal verbs. Chapter III is 
about the methodology of the study. It includes the participants of the study and the 
principles that guide through the experimental test including a description of the 
procedures and analysis. The discussion and conclusion will be discussed in Chapter 




elaboration on pedagogical implications. It casts some light on suggested pedagogical 
methods to teach PVs and prepositions. It also explains the viewpoints of three 
approaches in this regard; the traditional approach, collocation approach, and 























Over the decades, studies on the avoidance behavior of English phrasal verbs, 
EPVs, have been conducted on specific student populations who speak the same 
language to identify, if possible, the source of the avoidance behavior. For example, 
one of the studies on Hebrew English learners by Dagut and Laufer (1985) revealed 
that the lack of the syntactic category of PVs was the reason that these ELLs avoided 
using EPVs. To assert this conclusion, one of the co-authors, Laufer, studied Swedish 
ELLs whose language shares the concept of PVs with English and concluded that the 
presence of the category in the native language made a difference in favor of the 
learner (Laufer & Eliasson, 1993). In other words, the existence of the PVs in Swedish 
language facilitated the acquisition of EPVs, according to SLA considerations. While 
the syntactic facet of the issue has its impacts on ELLs, Hulstijn and Marchena (1989) 
claimed that Dutch ELLs avoided EPVs due to the inherent complexity of the EPVs, 
not due to the syntactic differences. Although the Dutch language possesses the 
category of PVs, students showed “a tendency to play it safe” with EPVs (p.248) or 
with “extreme caution” according to Schachter (1974). 
Previous studies portray the importance of examining and exploring the native 




with, Arabic belongs to the Semitic language family (Ryding, 2005, p. 1) where the 
basic word order is VSO, verb-subject-object, besides other variations depending on 
the literary style (Hawkins, 1980, p. 196). Al-Rubai'i (2004) stated that Arabic is a 
synthetic language and English is an analytic one. That is, the former “shows syntactic 
relationships by its frequent and systematic use of inflected forms” and the later 
“shows syntactic relationships by word order and function words.” The potentiality of 
interface errors is prevalent because the grammar of both languages is radically 
different. For example, Ali ate an apple is an English SVO word order; however, in 
Arabic the order should be ate Ali an apple, VSO word order. The word order can be 
changed in both languages to fit certain contexts (e.g., Snobs I can’t stand) (p. 248). 
The existence of phrasal verbs in the Arabic language is controversial. Some 
studies denied their presence in Arabic and other studies refused to acquiesce. Before 
going into the arguments and details, it is essential to describe and list Arabic 
prepositions and verbs since both of them are the constituents of the phenomenon of 
PVs. It is worth mentioning that the Arabic language has three parts of speech; nouns, 
verbs, and particles (Wright, 1967) which is a significant difference when compared 
with English (Alkhuli, 1999). Besides, Arabic is written and read from right to left and 
has 28 letters, only three of which are vowels (Wright, 1967). Jiyad (2006) translated 
from major Arabic language sources that “speech is made of nouns, verbs and 
particles. Nouns are names of things, verbs provide information, and particles 
complete the meaning.” Therefore, the category of “nouns and verbs in Arabic are 




adverbs, and conjunctions (p. 3). Also, there are two variations of Arabic: Modern 
Standard Arabic (MSA) and Classical Arabic (CA). Style and vocabulary are the main 
differences between the two variations (Ryding, 2005, p. 4). 
 
Arabic Prepositions 
With regard to Arabic prepositions, some Arabic learning materials refer to 
Lentzner (1977) when they reach the prepositions chapter. Lentzner listed only seven 
true prepositions that can “combine semantically with verb roots to act as integral 
parts of verb-preposition structures” (p. 159). To Lentzner, the term “true 
prepositions” refers to prepositions that “embody the most essential locative and 
directional notions” (p. 159). However, according to Thatcher (2003) there are 39 
prepositions that are classified under three basic categories, but only eight prepositions 
often co-occur together (p. 302). In his classification of the Arabic prepositions, 
Thatcher mentioned that there are some prepositions that have only a specific role to 
play in sentences (p. 292). For example, /ka/ which means “like or as” is one of the 
prepositions that is used to express the similarity between two objects but cannot be 
attached to verbs to form PVs because it is not one of the “true prepositions” of 
Lentzner (1977). Thatcher’s three categories of Arabic prepositions are: five 
inseparable prepositions, nine separable prepositions, seventeen nouns that are used as 
prepositions and eight prepositions that occur together. 
 Recent studies of the grammar of Modern Standard Arabic sort prepositions 
into true prepositions and into locative adverbs or semi-prepositions (Ryding, 2005). 




the prepositions: one-letter, two-letter, and three-letter. They are labeled true because 
they change or “attract” their objects into the genitive case and they are non-derived 
prepositions (p. 366). Table 1.1 illustrates Ryding’s classification. 
 
Table 1.1 
Classification of True Arabic Prepositions 
Number of Letters 
One-letter Prepo. /bi-/ /li-/ /ka-/ 




by means of 
to/belonging 
to/for/ 
for the purpose 
of 
like/as/such as/ 
in the capacity of 
Two-letter Prepo. /fii/ /min/ /ʕan / 








/ʕalaa/ /ʔlaa/ /hatta/ /munghu/ 
Arabic form منذ حتى إلى على 
English 
Equivalents 
on/upon/up to to/toward/for until/up to since/for/ago 
 
 
The locative adverbs or semi-prepositions function in many ways as 
prepositions:  including adverbial of time and adverbial of place. However, they are 
not true prepositions because of two reasons. First, they are derived from a three-letter 
word root pattern system called “triliteral lexical roots.” Second, they can be preceded 
by a true preposition or even another semi-preposition. Ryding counted 34 of them in 
his book mentioned that they are used in concrete and figurative ways (2005, p. 386). 







Thatcher (2003) stated that there are two tenses that Arabic verbs have: perfect 
indicating a completed action and imperfect indicating an incomplete action.  A third 
tense that “Arabs add” is called imperative (p. 62). According to Wright (1967), 
Arabian grammarians have given an undue importance to the idea of time (p. 51). 
However, the concepts of future and progressive are implied and expressed differently 
with separable conjunctions (p. 291) and prefixes (p. 282). Instead of tenses, Al-
Ghalaayiinii (1986) termed them patterns due to the fact that there are frozen or 
“defective” verbs that carry meaning without time. The other type of verbs that carry 
both meaning and time is known as inflected verbs (as translated in Aldahesh, 2008,  
p. 95). 
While the aim of this study is about phrasal verbs, it is important to present 
briefly the classification of Arabic verbs. According to Ryding (2005), past and 
present tenses are called perfective and imperfective, respectively. The terms have 
been often used interchangeably by many linguists although past/present refers to time 
and perfective/imperfective refers to aspect (p. 52). Ryding also mentioned that other 
tenses do also exist: future, past perfect, future perfect, and past continuous, but they 
are compound tenses that use auxiliary verbs and particles. Again and as mentioned 
earlier, particles in Arabic grammar refers to a part of speech that includes major and 
minor part of speech other than nouns and verbs 
Each word is derived from a root which consists usually of three consonants, 




tense not in the infinitive (Habash, Rambow, & Kiraz, 2005, p. 2). The inflectional 
morphemes that modify the verbs are controlled by the gender and number of the 
subject as well as the tense of the verb itself.  To a limited extent, the combinations of 
these roots with the true prepositions of Lentzner (1977), mentioned in the previous 
section, provide “lexical structures with particular semantic content” (p. 182) which 
represent prepositional phrase/phrasal verbs as we see in the next section. 
 
Phrasal Verbs between Presence and Absence 
      in Arabic Language Absence of Phrasal  
      Verbs in Arabic 
 
Without any discussion or justification, Swan and Smith (1987) stated that 
“there are no PVs in Arabic and this whole area is one of great difficulty for Arab 
ELLs.” He explicitly touched upon the avoidance behavior of Arab ELLs by stating 
that “defense mechanisms may involve selecting alternative but regular verbs to avoid 
using PVs altogether” (p. 207). In the same vein, Heliel (1994) doubted the presence 
of PVs in Arabic and stated that Arabic constructions that combine verbs with 
prepositions are considered “prepositional verbs, not phrasal verbs.” He claimed that 
in English “the borderline between free phrases and set expressions is fuzzy” as 
Darwin and Gray (1999) pointed out later. By “free phrases” Heliel meant 
prepositional phrases and by “set expressions he meant PVs when the meaning of the 
verb changes figuratively, as is the case when PVs carry idiomatic meaning, details 




 Heliel’s stance on the inexistence of PVs in Arabic is summarized in two 
points. First, in the Arabic language not only do verbs maintain their meanings, but 
also preposition “retain a degree of their physical meaning” in verb-preposition 
combinations.  In such combinations, the meaning of the verb may extend or be 
completed when combined with a preposition and its object (p. 164); however, not to 
the extent that the constituents adopt new meanings or lose the original one.  Table 1.2 
has examples that attest to this point. 
 
Table 1.2 
Arabic Prepositions Extend the Meaning of the Verbs 
Arabic Form نظر في القضية 
Arabic Pronunciation / alqadiah/ / fii/ /nadhar/ 
Gloss the case. into he looked (masculine subject) 
English Translation ‘He looked into the case.’ 
 
Arabic Form نظر في المرآة 
Arabic Pronunciation / almirʔa/ / fii/ /nadhar/ 
Gloss the mirror in he looked (masculine subject) 
English Sentence ‘He looked in the mirror.’ 
 
The second point in Heliel’s position is the centrality of Arabic verbs. He 
stated that the meaning of Arabic verbs is understandable through the structure of the 
sentence even if prepositions were not used. For example, /bi/, an Arabic preposition 
that is always attached to its object (pro)noun as a prefix, does not extend or complete 
the meaning  of the verb /lahiqa/ which means “to catch” where  /lahiqahu/ equals 




someone” (p. 146). Again, the preposition /bi/ is used to extend the meaning of the 




Prepositions are Not Essential to the Sentence 
 
Arabic Form لحق                 
Arabic Pronunciation /lahiqa/ 
Gloss Caught 
English Translation ‘He caught.’ 
 
Arabic Form  لحقه  
Arabic Pronunciation /lahiqahu/ 
Gloss implied (he) caught him. 
English Translation ‘He caught him.’ 
 
Arabic Form لحق                                 به 
Arabic Pronunciation / bihi                         lahiqa / 
Gloss  him    implied  (he) caught. 




Presence of Phrasal Verbs in Arabic 
Contrary to Heliel (1994) and Swan and Smith (1987), Alkhuli (1999) asserted 
that in the Arabic language there is one type of PV, the prepositional verbs. Example 
phrases such as “sit on the chair and sailed through the storm” were among the used 
examples to show that PVs do exist in Arabic. Similar to English verbs, the sub-
categorization frame necessitates specific preposition(s) to tail these verbs; otherwise 
the sentences are incorrect (Koffi, 2015). However, Arabic grammarians do not 
categorize the Arabic construction of verb plus preposition under a specific heading 




In addition, one of the recent translation works confirms the presence of PVs in 
the Arabic language. Najieb (2005, p. 74) stated that PVs do exist in the Arabic 
language yet they are limited and restricted to convey the opposite meaning due to the 
change of the preposition following the verb. Similar to English PVs, changing the 
preposition attached to the verb changes the meaning, which Najieb counted as PVs. 





Different Prepositions Changes the Meaning 
 
Arabic Form رغب  في 
Arabic Pronunciation / fii/ /raghiba/ 
Gloss to (something or to do 
something) 
he desired 
English Translation ‘He desired.’ 
  
Arabic Form رغب  عن 
Arabic Pronunciation / ʕan/ /raghiba/ 
Gloss to (something or to do 
something) 
he hated 
English Translation ‘He hated.’ 
  
Arabic Form مال  إلى 
Arabic Pronunciation / ʔilaa/ /mal/ 
English Translation to (an object or idea) he leaned 
 
Arabic Form مال  عن 
Arabic Pronunciation / ʕan/ /mal/ 
Gloss to (something or to do 
something) 
he avoided 







No doubt translations have provided significant benefits to humanity. The 
process is not only confined to translated words, but also to transforming meanings 
and intentions of the source language to the target language. Figurative or idiomatic 
expressions are one of the greatest difficulties that translators encounter according to 
Heliel (1996). One of the difficulties that translators encounter is the confusion 
between the forms of EPVs and their meanings because word combinations whose 
meaning bears little or almost no relation to the individual words of which they are 
composed. In this regard, Cornell (1985) stated that the issue of EPVs is not that they 
have idiomatic and non-idiomatic meanings, but that in some cases EPVs could be 
polysemic in having more than one idiomatic meaning (p. 270). For example, “put up, 
make up, and turn up” all have multiple meanings depending on the communicative 
context: “put up for the night” and “put up a fight” or “make up a story” and “make up 
a room.” 
Another difficulty that confronts Arab translators specifically is finding the 
appropriate Arabic equivalent to EPVs Heliel (1996, p. 8). In this regard, Kharma and 
Hajjaj (1989) stated two factors as sources of difficulty. First, usually one single 
Arabic verb without a preposition is the equivalent of a whole EPV, e.g., “to be out of 
his mind” is translated as one Arabic verb including the pronoun and pronounced as    
/ juʒənu/. Second, a different Arabic preposition is used in the translation of EPVs 






Difficulty Finding Equivalents in Translation 
Arabic Sentence يجن 
English Pronunciation /juʒənu/ 
English Translation To be out of his mind 
  
Arabic Sentence تخلص من 
English Pronunciation /mən/ /təxləs/ 
English Translation get rid of 
 
Shifting of register from informal or colloquial EPVs to formal Arabic PVs 
(APVs) is a problem that Arabic translators fall into. Aldahesh (2008) raised this issue 
by claiming that EPVs “are less formal, less rhetorical and commonly used orally by 
everyone in everyday contexts” (p. 89). However, APVs are “far more formal and 
highly rhetorical. They are typically used in formal settings such as literary works, 
religious sermons, political speeches, and academic contexts. APVs are used only by 
educated people from a certain sector of society and educational background. APVs, 
in short, are so rhetorical that using them in an informal setting makes the speaker 











HISTORICAL GLIMPSE OF EPVS 
 
 
Koffi (2015) stated that English vocabulary was doubled in some semantic 
extents after the influence of the French colonial rule in England.  Noblemen 
borrowed thousands of French words just to show off their status. He emphasized the 
importance of the familiarity of phrasal verbs and advised ESL teachers to make sure 
that their students do not exclusively use phrasal verbs at the expense of the Latinate 
verbs (p. 322).  
 
Definition of Phrasal Verbs 
In English, phrasal verbs are defined from two different perspectives: 
syntactically and lexically according to Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech, and Svartvik 
(1985). From the syntactic point of view, a phrasal verb is a verb proper that is 
followed by a morphologically invariable particle, which functions with the verb as a 
single grammatical unit. The lexical definition is that the meaning of the combination 
manifestly cannot be predicted from the meaning of the verb and particle in isolation 
hence both words function as one lexical unit.  
Broukal and Wood (1990) defined phrasal verbs as a combination of a verb 





They stated that most of the particles look like prepositions but act as adverbs, and 
change the meaning of the verb they are attached to. Darwin and Gray (1999) 
considered the definition of Quirk et al. (1985) a precise one because it defines the 
type of verb and the particle, proper and invariable, respectfully. 
 According to Dirven (2001), phrasal verbs are combinations of verbs and 
prepositions, adverbs or particles with a certain degree of idiomaticity, that is, the 
meaning of the phrase is more than the sum of its parts. Echoing Dirven’s definition, 
Koffi (2015) chose the word “calculate” in his definition instead of “sum.”  Koffi 
(2015) stated that the overall meaning of the combination of the verb and the 
preposition cannot be calculated on the basis of the compositional meaning of each 
item in the phrase (p. 318). Finally, a recent complex definition by (Rodríguez-Puente, 
2012) is that of lexicalized subtype of multi-word verb consisting of the combination 
of a verb and a post-verbal particle that function semantically and syntactically as a 
single unit, but to varying degrees. 
It is noteworthy that the most appropriate term to refer to the verb-particle 
construction is phrasal verb (Gorlach, 2004). She suggested that the concept of phrasal 
verb denotes all verb-particle locutions that display semantic and syntactic behavior of 
a single language unit. 
 
Syntactic Classification of English Phrasal  
      Verbs (EPVs) 
 
In his most influential work Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, Chomsky (1965) 




that verb-particle combination is a unique set of syntactic and semantic features and 
should be “entered in the lexicon as a single item. Similar to the figurative phrase such 
as “take offense at,” phrasal verbs have “rich internal structure.”  The particle in “I 
brought the book in, out, up, or down” is an adverb or “a fairly free adverbial 
element.” However, the constructions such as “look up, look over, or bring about” are 
unique lexical items that have particular meanings (p. 190). According to Gorlach 
(2004), Chomsky claimed that there is no suitable solution to classify phrasal verbs 
under a category like other parts of speech.  He, Chomsky, is not “satisfied” with his 
treatment of the issue of classifying phrasal verbs in the deep structure. He presumed 
that the particle is placed next to the verb (sister nodes of the mother node VP) as in 
the Continuous (C) construction (p. 22). However, according to Koffi (2015) some 
transitive phrasal verbs the particle has the option to move right across the NP yielding 
the alternative configuration, the Discontinuous (D)  construction in Gorlach (2004) or 
discontinuous V-P lexeme in Farrell (2005). Similarly, Darwin and Gray (1999) stated 
in their study that the phrasal verb deviates from verb norms because the particle can 
often be separated from the verb proper in a position after the object. Therefore, in 
many transitive phrasal verbs there is an option to place the particle before or after the 
direct object. However, in some cases the meaning of the phrase changes when the 
particle changes place. More complete details about the order and meaning change of 
phrasal verbs are found in the semantic discussion. The following example sentences 
and their tree diagrams, Figures 2.1 and 2.2, are adopted from Koffi (2015) to 




According to Gorlach (2004), the former is called Continuous (C) construction and the 




















 The Original and Modified PSR for PVs 
 
From another syntactic viewpoint, Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman (1999) 
viewed particles as a new part of speech in their work, The Grammar Book. According 
to the authors, particles represent “a new part of speech that is distinct from adverbs or 
prepositions” (p. 265). To cope with this treatment of the particles, they suggested 
minor changes in the Phrase Structure Rule (PSR). Figure 2.3 portrays the original and 
modified PSR. The new category {PV} is introduced as an alternative to the verb {V} 
then expands with an additional PSR as PV  V Prt. Celce-Murcia and Larsen-
Freeman added a transformational rule for particle movement in the deep structure to 
derive the Discontinues structure phrasal verb from Continues structure, Figure 2.4. 
Also, they added the binary feature [± separable] under the particle in the tree diagram 
(p. 270), Figure 2.5. The following figures illustrate Celce-Murcia and Larsen-
Freeman treatments for PVs for the following sentence:  
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The Treatment of the Particle in the Tree Diagram 
 
 
One final point in the syntactic discussion remains; complex phrasal verbs or 
prepositional PVs. Koffi (2015) drew our attention to this complex type of PVs and 
noted that “very little research has been done on complex phrasal verbs” (p. 319). A 
complex phrasal verb is the one that subcategorized with or followed by a specific 
preposition (e.g., put up with, come up with and get away with). Koffi’s viewpoint is 
Deep structure: John Sing. Masc. past turn off the Plur. light 
Particle Movement: John Sing. Masc. past turn ___ the Plur. light off 
Affix Hopping: John Sing. Masc. turn past ___ the. light Plur off 
Spell-Out Rule: John turned the lights off 





that without further syntactic analysis of the highlighted item, <with> would be 
considered a preposition not a particle. He displayed his viewpoint by the following 
examples: <Put up with Melissa> and <Give up under pressure>. With regard to 
meaning, tolerate or bear is the meaning of the phrase <put up with> and surrender is 
the meaning of the phrase <give up>. The meaning of tolerate is unreachable without 
the presence of with; however, the meaning of surrender is obvious without the 
presence of under. Therefore, under is a preposition but with is a particle as Koffi 




Complex and Simple Phrasal Verbs in Tree Diagram 
 
The justifications for considering <with> as a second particle in Koffi’s view 
are proved by applying syntactic tests on the sentence. The syntactic tests are 





However, Koffi’s claims are based on the ungrammaticality of the sentence after 
applying the tests. 
George cannot put up with Melissa anymore. 
*George cannot put up Melissa with anymore.  <with> cannot undergo particle 
shift test. 
*With Melissa George cannot put up anymore. <with> cannot undergo PP-
preposing test. 
?*Up with Melissa George cannot put anymore. <up> cannot undergo PP-
preposing test. 
 
The particle shift test is moving the particle <with> to the right after the NP 
<Melissa>, the direct object. This test is used to differentiate between movable or 
unmovable particles. The PP-Preposing test is used to differentiate between 
preposition and particles. It involves moving the entire prepositional phrase to the 
sentence initial position. If the sentence is ill-formed, then the item in hand is not a 
preposition which is the case for <up> and <with> (Koffi, 2015, p. 319). 
 
The Semantic Classification of EPVs 
 
On the semantic level, it is commonly believed that phrasal verbs are thought 
to be one of the most difficult and confusing aspects of the English language to learn. 
The reason behind this belief is that some phrasal verbs have an idiomatic meaning, in 
other words, the meaning of the complex unit does not result from the simple 
combination of its constituents such as “put up”, “see off”, and “get off” (Arnaud & 
Savignon, 1997, p. 161). In the same vein, Koprowski (2005) described a phrasal verb 




and the meaning of which is different from the meaning of the separate parts such as 
“look after, work out, and make up” (p. 332). 
Rodríguez-Puente (2012) illustrated in her analytical study about phrasal verbs 
five semantic types of phrasal verbs: “literal, aktionsart/aspectual, reiterative, 
figurative and non-compositional” (p. 72). She asserted that it is not uncommon for 
certain phrasal verbs to be ascribed to more than one type because a specific phrasal 
verb could be interpreted literally and idiomatically depending on the context as in 
Table 2.1.  In the same way, Laufer and Eliasson (1993) also divided phrasal verbs in 
their study into three semantic types that carry different terms but with the same 
syntactic nature: “transparent, semitransparent, and opaque phrasal verbs” (p. 38). 
Table 2.1 illustrates the sematic classification of Dagut and Eliasson. Following is the 
summary of the semantic types of phrasal verbs from the two perspectives. 
 
Table 2.1 





The meaning of a simple verb combines with the 
meaning of a simple local adverb homonymous with 
the particle. 
I went away and left him. 




It indicates either telic aktionsart or aspectual meaning. The car just broke up. 
The noise faded away into a 
dreadful silence. 
Reiterative 
It somehow repeats a part of the semantics of the verb.  They were rising up. 





The meaning is still quite transparent, but somehow 
removed from the literal connotation. Both literal and 
metaphorical meanings depend on the context.  
Throw away a cigarette. 




The meaning cannot be predicted from their parts in 
isolation. 
Pass away “to die” 





Semantic Classification of PVs According to Laufer and Eliasson (1993) 
 
 
Identifying Phrasal Verbs and Prepositions 
 
It is troublesome for L2 learners to differentiate between particles and 
prepositions because they are like identical twins (Koffi, 2015). In fact, “they are 
phonologically and orthographically indistinguishable, they are homophones and 
homographs” (p. 307). Bolinger (1971) did not believe that a linguistic entity such as 
phrasal verbs could be confined within clear bounds because there are “analogical 
extensions in all directions.”  To be or not to be a phrasal verb is “a matter of degree” 
to Bollinger. Therefore, he encouraged applying nine traditional tests to decide 
whether or not a multi-word verb combination constitutes a phrasal verb. These tests 
have “noteworthy exceptions” as Darwin and Gray (1999) indicated because 
numerous phrasal verbs would not get over these tests (p. 75). Table 2.3 contains a 
brief explanation of the nine tests that Bolinger suggested to identify phrasal verbs 
from other phrases. 
Semantic Type Explanation Examples 
Transparent 
The meaning of the verb particle 
combination can be derived from the 





The meaning is transparent when put into 
context. 







The meaning is idiomatic not derived from 








Bolinger’s Nine Traditional Tests to Identify PVs Form Other Combination 
# Test Name Explanations Examples 
1 Replacement 
The possibility to replace the 
multi-word verb construction 
with single-word verb 
equivalents. 
look into       investigate 
put up with   tolerate. 




Forming nouns from the actions, 
verbs. 
He brought up some facts. 
His  bringing up of the 
facts. 
3 Object Movement 
Placing the particle before or 
after the object of the verbs, 
He “looked up his friend. 




Changing the voice of the 
transitive verb from active to 
passive. 
He looked over of the issue. 
The issue was looked over. 
5 Pronoun placement 
Placing the direct object 
pronouns before the particles in 
transitive verbs. 
pick up the pin     pick it 
up NOT pick up it. 
6 Adverbial insertion 
Placing an adverb in-between the 
phrasal verb parts. 






The ability of the particle to 
precede the definite noun phrase, 
a proper noun or a common 
noun, without taking it as its 
object. 
They pushed in the door. 
NOT 





The particle in phrasal verb 
combination receives some 
degree of stress. 
She RAN UP the bill. 
She RAN to the park. 
9 Listening 
It is a suggestion to outline 
phrasal verbs by listing them. 
Depend on intuition. 
 
As the saying goes “every rule has an exception,” each of the above tests has 
weaknesses and strengths for identifying phrasal verbs. Darwin and Gray (1999) 
excluded and refined some of Bolinger’s tests to resolve the issue of categorizing and 
distinguish phrasal verbs from prepositions and prepositional phrases. They also 




probable phrasal verbs until they can be proven otherwise. Neither Bolinger’s study 
nor Darwin and Gray’s engaged the semantic test that Koffi (2015) incorporated 
besides the four syntactic tests he illustrated to differentiate between prepositions and 
particles. Koffi stated that linguists frequently depend on the semantic test and 
illustrated the following example: 
The criminal locked up the victim in the trunk. 
The meaning of the phrase <in the trunk> is compositional because each word 
preserves its meaning whereas the meaning of the phrase < locked up> is idiomatic 
because it carries the idea of “imprisonment.” The individual meanings of the 
constituents of the PV <lock> and < up> do not portray the idea of being seized. In the 
semantic classification section, some phrasal verbs are considered semitransparent 
because the particle has a completive role to the meaning of the verb (Laufer & 
Eliasson, 1993). 
 
One Word vs. Two Words  
From another angle, there are debates among linguists on the unity of phrasal 
verbs and how they are processed, comprehended. Two different research studies were 
conducted to find an answer to this particular question; are PVs one word or two? 
Cappelle, Shtyrov, and Pulvermüller (2010) proved in their study that phrasal verbs 
are processed as a single lexical chunk. They recorded magnetic brain responses to 
particles “up and down”, verbs “cool, heat, raise, and fall”, and existing and 
“infelicitous” particle-verb combinations.  Their study concluded that  we “store 




up” and which make metaphorical sense (e.g., heat up) or semantically fully 
compositional (e.g., rise up).  
Similarly, Johnson (1991) asserted that verb-particle lexemes are considered as 
single word units by the fact that they can undergo some derivational affixation 
processes that apply only on word bases (p. 591). He stated that phrasal verbs accept 
suffixes as single words such as <-ing> and <-ed> for example to form nouns and 
adjectives, respectfully. According to Botha (1981), typically, affixation processes are 
applied or “operate on words but not on syntactic phrases” (cited in Chappelle et al., 
2010). Therefore, the authors concluded that PV “derivations could be argued to 
provide evidence” that PV constructions are single words. Moreover, some 
combinations are not yet fully conventional but they are possible outcomes that 
contribute in word formation (Bolinger, 1971; Farrell, 2005; Johnson, 1991). Table 2.4 
below has adopted examples from Farrell (2005, p. 103) and Johnson (1991, p. 591) 
which prove that PVs are single words because they can undergo morphological 











Morphological Affixation on PVs 
 
The results of the neurophysiological brain imaging research study and the 
derivational processes study contradict with the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis; no 
syntactic rule can refer to elements of morphological structure (Lapointe, 1980). 
Lexical Integrity Hypothesis or lexicalist Hypothesis is one of the most important 
properties of words. Simply, it proposes that “syntax neither manipulates nor has 
access to the internal structure of words” (Anderson, 1992). According to Di Sciullo 
and Williams (1987), words are closed units “atomic that are inaccessible”, impossible 
to separate between its components or letters, because of “syntactic rules or processes” 
(p. 49). They categorized idioms, complex verbs, and phrasal verbs as “listed syntactic 
Affixation Processes Example 
Prefix <re->, 
To re-tucked in the kids. 
To re-hook up the washer. 
To re-upload the file. 
To re-mess up the house. 
Circumfixes  < un- verb-particle-
able> 
A un-mess-up-able drawing. 
A rip-off-able file. 
A un-shut-up-able source. 
A pin-up-able artifact. 
Suffix double <-er> 
Fixer-upper.      Comer-inner.  Thrower-outer. 
Picker-upper.    Washer-upper. Messer-upper. 
Builder-upper.   Giver-upper.   Checker-outer. 
Suffix  <-ed> 
 
He finally wised up and stopped cheating.  
He clammed up and didn't say another word. 
They really dolled up your sister for the party. 
Let's cozy up to the fire. 
The table remained dusted off. 
Suffix <-ing> 
Looking up words in the dictionary is not 
easy. 




objects”, that is, these words or “listemes” have regular internal syntax between them 
(p. 6) which verifies that phrasal verbs are not single words. For example, it is an 
obligation to separate a V-P construction when the direct object is a pronoun; 
otherwise ill-formed sentences and unacceptable phrasal verbs is the result (Koffi, 
2015). Therefore, the phrase <pick up it> is an ill-formed PV. It is a must that the 
pronoun <it> separates <pick> from <up> in order to be correct. 
Furthermore, phrasal verbs violate the Lexical Integrity Hypothesis Principle 
(LIP) in two ways. First, a single word cannot be separated into parts, but a phrasal 
verb can be separated and still considered as a single word. This mobility of the 
particle in transitive phrasal verbs as in C construction and D construction, mentioned 
earlier in the syntactic classification of EPVs (e.g., turn on the light” and “turn the 
light on,” is one of the violations of the LIP according to Gorlach, (2004). Second, it is 
possible to insert an adverb or an intensifying adverb between V-P constructions 
(Bolinger, 1971, p. 149). Table 2.5 illustrates the violation of the Lexical integrity 
Hypothesis in the case of phrasal verbs. The examples are adopted from Bolinger 











PVs are Not Single-Word Verbs because They Violate LIP 
Phrasal Verb Violation of the Lexical Integrity Principle 
Violation Case One 
C Construction 
Turn on the light. 
D Construction 
Turn the light on. The movability of the particle around 
the object. Bring down the 
house. 
Bring the house 
down. 
 
He picked up the 
pin. 
He picked the pin 
up. 
He picked it up. 
*He picked up it. 
Constraints apply in placing unstressed 
pronouns      between the V-P 
construction which is also part of the 
mobility of the particle around the 
object. 
Violation Case Two 
Adverbs/intensifiers separate the 
construction. 
Real words are inseparable. 
I gave up. I gave right up. I surrendered. 
*I sur-right-
rendered. 
She threw away 
them. 






He sat back. 






Obviously, the disputes over phrasal verbs are unsettled either on the 
classification level or on the unity issue of the construction especially when each party 
has persuading evidences to substantiate their positions. Gardner and Davies (2007) 
stated in their study of finding the one hundred most frequent phrasal verbs in the 
BNC that linguists and grammarians struggle with “nuances of phrasal verb 
definitions” and classifications” (p. 341). This behind the scenes controversial 
“ecological reality” of phrasal verbs reflects on the actual language experience of L2 




sources leads to confusion for students and teachers (p. 67). Also, they emphasized the 
needs for more research about teaching phrasal verbs for ELLs because a tricky 
subject like this should not be left unaddressed. They advocated systematic teaching 
methods to this multiword construction instead of relying on the traditional approach 
and teachers’ intuition. Three suggested approaches to teach EPVs are discussed in the 
pedagogical implication section. 
 
Phrasal Verbs Word Order Issue 
 
After presenting the syntactic and the semantic disputes between linguists in 
the previous section, it is time to consider the issue from the students’ prospective. 
Generally, ELLs think twice before using phrasal verbs in their sentences and 
utterances because a particular meaning determines the order of the construction. 
Placing the particle immediately after the verb as in C construction or after the object 
as in D construction affects the meaning (Gorlach, 2004). She concluded in her sign-
oriented analysis study that each phrasal construction, C and D, is a separate linguistic 
sign which has its own signal and consequently its own meaning. In other words, the 
word order in phrasal verbs makes a semantic difference. She assumed that if two 
lexemes happened to be absolutely synonymous, it would confuse language speakers 
and create difficulties in communication between them. To Gorlach, “each word must 
make its semantic contribution in order to survive otherwise its synonym takes over it, 
and the same applies for phrasal verb constructions.” In the case of phrasal verbs, the 




meaning changes entirely or slightly, but it never remains the same. For example, 
“take your jacket off” is considered friendlier than “take off your jacket” (p. 15).  
Further to Gorlach’s viewpoint, sometimes only one word order is possible to 
express a particular meaning. Rudzka-Ostyn (2003) stated that the more idiomatic a 
PV is, the more it forms a firmly closed unit and the less it can be split. For example, 
“make up” is a PV that has an idiomatic meaning and has only one possible order: 
“make up your mind” and “make up the bill” are the correct word order but make your 
mind up and make the bill up are incorrect. Again, the more figurative the PV is, the 
more inseparable a PV is (p. 1). 
Contrary to Rudzka-Ostyn, Farrell (2005) stated that there are exceptions to the 
“general rule” of the word order in idiomatic PVs combinations (p. 107). The general 
rule states that C and D constructions, different word orders, of figurative PVs are 
supposed to carry the same meaning. Yet, exceptions are normal in PVs. Table 2.6 
shows examples of idiomatic PVs where their meanings change when the word order 
changes. The table also shows that some word orders are not possible for some PVs. 
Counter to the general rule, “talk over”, “run down”, and “work off” have different 
meanings when the word order changes, when the particle precedes or follow the 
object. However, “put up” and “take up” are perfect examples for the general rule 
because they maintain their meanings even when the order changes according to 








Changing the Word Order of PVs Changes the Meaning 
PVs Meanings and Examples 
Put up 
C construction D construction 
to offer accommodation/give a bed for the night. 
Could you put up my parents? Could you put my parents up?  
Both constructions carry the same meaning. 
 
Put up 
C construction D construction 
to show or produce  
He put up a good fight.      
 
? He put a good fight up. 
Not possible combination. 
 
Take up 
C construction D construction 
To start a new hobby 
I am going to take up golf next 
summer. 
I am going to take golf up next 
summer. 
Both constructions carry the same meaning. 
 
Take up 
C construction D construction 
to consume or use up. ? The project took three months up. 
The project took up three months. 
Not possible combination. 
to accept an offer 
He took up their offer of a job. 
to resume speaking. 
I took up where I had left off. 
 
Pick up 
C construction D construction 
to learn/recover/collect/select/clean to offer a ride. 
Kids pick up quickly. I can pick you up. 
 
Talk over 
C construction D construction 
to discuss or consider. to find solutions or deal with. 
Talk over our problems. Talk our problems over. 
 
Run down 
C construction D construction 
to read quickly or review  to find an item 
Run down the list. Run the list down 
 
Bolinger (1971) pointed out in his foreword that phrasal verbs are in the 




a dictionary that provides most metaphorical meanings of phrasal verbs. Almost all 
general dictionaries list them as subentries under the main verb. To Bolinger, these 
dictionaries and the feeling that phrasal verbs are not “individual words” conspire 
against being given a chapter in generative morphology. Moreover, Gorlach (2004) 
outlined that word order in phrasal verbs is “part and parcel” with the English 
language and grammar books do not regard it with worthy attention. Although 
linguists recognize the two alternative positions of the particle, before or after the 
object, and how meaning is affected by that, dictionaries still “revolve around” the 
language fact that particles in most transitive phrasal verbs can follow or precede the 
direct object (p. 31). Gorlach concluded that “naturally” any change in form brings 
about a change in meaning. She suggested that the choice of one word order over 
another is not random or determined by any stylistic rule or descriptive but motivated 
by the semantic differences between them. Gorlach mentioned that her conclusion 
agrees with Waugh’s (1976) who stated that “for every difference in form there is a 
concomitant, associated, and invariant difference in meaning” and she, Gorlach, used 
Bolinger’s example: 
Don't scuff your shoes. 
Don't scuff up your shoes. 
Don't scuff your shoes up. 
According to Gorlach, the first sentence “refers to the action, while the second 
and third refer to the effect on the shoes, with the latter making the effect more 




Examples in this regards are enormous and range from adding a resultative 
meaning to the action to a complete change in meaning as seen in Table 2.6 above. 
The degree of resultative meaning increases by separating the particle from the verb. 
He ate the apple, He ate up the apple, and He ate the apple up have slightly different 
meanings from each other (Gorlach, 2004, p. 21). According to Farsani, Moinzadeh, 
and Tavakoli (2012), ELLs are unfamiliar with the subtle nuances in meanings of PVs 
due to the fact that nonnative speakers do not have the sociocultural experiences native 
speakers do to reach the idiomatic extensions that PVs might include (p. 499). The 
unfamiliarity with the nature of PVs leads ELLs to the avoidance behavior that 
English L2 learners have toward PVs, which is the topic of the following section. 
 
Consequences 
The word order and the polysemous nature, having a multiple meanings, of 
phrasal verbs add up to the learning burden of ELLs. As a consequence, L2 learners 
avoid using them because they do not know the meaning of the construction. Side 
(1990) mentioned eight issues explaining the reasons behind the avoidance behavior. 
Unsurprisingly, these reasons include the word order of the combination, the polysemy 
and idiomacity nature, as well as interference from L1. Side suggested gathering 
phrasal verbs that are close in meaning together in groups in order to facilitate their 
acquisition for ELLs. With a deeper understanding of this linguistic phenomenon, we 





According to Liao and Fukuya (2004), only a few studies have investigated the 
avoidance issue of English phrasal verbs. In their study on Chinese English learners, 
Liao and Fukuya imputed the avoidance behavior to a battery of salient variables: 
English proficiency level, syntactic differences between L1 and L2, and the inherent 
semantic complexity of the phrasal verbs. Also, students’ performance was affected by 
the type of the tests administered (multiple choice, translation, or memorization/ 
recall), the type of phrasal verb (figurative or nonfigurative) implemented in the 
experiments, and the amount of exposure and interaction in L2 environment.  Liao and 
Fukuya concluded their study by stating that learners go through a “developmental 
stage from avoidance to non-avoidance” as their proficiency reaches a higher level. It 
is a clear manifestation of interlanguage development that needs more examination (p. 
312). 
Liao and Fukuya claimed that previous studies did not factor in the proficiency 
level of the participants as an element in their studies, as the case in Dagut and Laufer 
(1985) and Laufer and Eliasson (1993), where the subjects were advanced learners of 
English. The conclusion of the first study attributed students’ avoidance behavior to 
the lack of the syntactic form of phrasal verbs in their mother tongue language, 
Hebrew. The “parallel equivalent” of English phrasal verbs does not exist in Hebrew. 
Therefore, Israeli students preferred the use of one-word verbs over figurative phrasal 
verbs in the experimental tests. Dagut and Laufer concluded their study by stating that 
Hebrew students had “a genuine avoidance phenomenon’’ of English phrasal verbs 




in Hebrew (p. 78). Contrastive analysis between English and Hebrew explains 
partially the avoidance of EPVs, that is, the hypothesis of Dagut and Laufer was 
substantiated that the syntactic differences between English and Hebrew led ELLs to 
the avoidance behavior (p. 78). 
Laufer and Eliasson (1993), the other study, again associated phrasal verbs 
avoidance with the syntactic differences between the L1 and L2. Unlike Hebrew 
students in the first study, Swedish participants did not avoid English phrasal verbs, 
neither figurative nor nonfigurative ones, because they have such a construction in 
their mother tongue language. The Laufer and Eliasson study repudiated the claim that 
semantic reasons, “the inherent complexity of phrasal verbs” were behind the 
avoidance of English phrasal verbs (p. 44). According to Hulstijn and Marchena 
(1989), Dutch English learners had a tendency of preferring English one-word verbs 
with general meaning instead of phrasal verbs with specific, often figurative, meanings 
especially with the learners at the intermediate level. Although the phrasal verb 
category does exist in the Dutch language, most of the participants in both 
intermediate and advanced level demonstrated less preference for the English ones.  
Hulstijn and Marchena ascribed the avoidance behavior of Dutch ELLs to the 
semantic nature, polysemy and idiomaticity of English phrasal verbs. They also 
contended the phenomenon of avoidance would “diminish as learners reach a higher 
level of English proficiency” (p. 241). 
The present study considers the different variables that Liao and Fukuya 




exposure and interaction with American English speakers, and the type of phrasal 
verbs in its experimental test. It will focus on Arabic ELLs whose language possesses 
























Eighteen Saudi males, whose native language was Arabic, participated in the 
study. The participants were evenly divided into two groups: intermediate and 
advanced English learners. They were studying English in an ESL program in one of 
the universities in the Midwest of the USA. According to the demographic 
information, the average age was between 21 and 23. Of the 9 advanced learners, 5 
had been in the United States for one year, 3 had been for 9 months, and the remaining 
student had been in the US for 4 months only. Similarly, of the 9 intermediate 
learners, 5 had been in the US for 9 months and the remaining 4 had been in the US 
for a year. Generally, Saudi students in public schools study English for 6 years, 4 
periods weekly starting from the 7
th
 grade until they graduate from High School at end 
of the 12th grade. They have 4 periods weakly and each period is a 45-minutes.  
Grammar and reading are the main focus of the materials, which probably contributes 
to the decision of 70 % of the participant (13) to consider their EFL setting a futile 
environment to learn English. Moreover, engineering and business were their future 
majors. Four intermediate participants, 22%, indicated that they rarely use English 




It is worth mentioning that Cambridge Michigan Language Assessment 
(CaMLA) English Placement Test (EPT) was the criterion in determining the levels of 
participants. That is to say, learners were placed in the two mentioned proficiency 
levels based on their EPTs which were administered at the beginning and at the end of 
each semester.  
Additionally, the learners’ performance throughout the semester and their 
instructors’ recommendations complete the rubric for determining appropriate level 
placement. 
 
Instruments. The experimental test consists of three tasks. Task one and two 
are multiple choice questions (MCQ) while task three is a composition question. Task 
one examines the participants’ preference for choosing PVs over single-word verbs. 
task one also measures the participants’ performance between literal and figurative 
PVs. Task two illustrates whether the participants recognize the new meaning of the 
verb that happened when a particle is attached. The tokens in task one and task two are 
different.  The tokens in task one are replicated from Liao and Fukuya (2004); whereas 
the tokens in task two were created with PVs that were chosen based on rate of 
frequency of use in Chen’s study (2013).  
The first task addressed research question one and three: the avoidance 
behavior of Arabic ELLs toward PVs and their performance with literal and figurative 
PVs. Each item in task one has two correct answers and two other distractors, 




is a one- word verb. Simply, preferring the one-word verb over PVs suggests that 
participants are avoiding PVs.  
  
 
Task One Sample 
 
 
With regard to research question three, task one compares the performance of 
the two groups and shows which group prefers using phrasal verbs over the equivalent 
single-verbs. The results display the role of the proficiency level as an independent 
variable. Choosing PVs in task one over single-verbs is a major sign of participants’ 
interlanguage development (Liao & Fukuya, 2004). Moreover, a within group analysis 
on the results of task one shows the extent of the effect of the type of PV as an 




Task one consisted of 8 items: the first four PVs carried literal meaning and the 
second four carried idiomatic meaning. The original study (Liao & Fukuya, 2004) 
used fifteen PVs, only four of which were literal PVs, while the rest were figurative 
PVs. According to the authors, this imbalanced distribution between the number of the 
literal and figurative PVs could have created “a distributional bias in the input” (p. 
215), which was precluded in the current study. 
Task two consisted of 5 items all of which have figurative meanings. Similar to 
task one, each item in task two is constructed in a short dialogue. However, only one 
correct answer is supplied beside three PV distractors. Task two Sample illustrates the 
layout of items.  The 5 PVs employed in task two were among the top 10 PVs of the 
50 most frequent PVs in the academic corpora of the BNC and COCA from Chen’s 
study (2013); pick up, take up, bring about, carry out, and point out. The results of 
this task dealt with research questions 2 and 4 because wrong answers indicate that 
students do not recognize the change of meaning that happened to the verb when a 
particle was attached. . For research question two, wrong answers justified the 
avoidance behavior of PVs due to their semantic complexity (Hulstijn & Marchena, 
1989). Logically, students do not use words and constructions that they do not know 
or unfamiliar with in the target language according to Schachter (1974). Moreover, 
wrong answers displayed the weaknesses of the learning materials because the 10 
most frequent PVs were not covered in students’ learning materials. Many research 




designers not to neglect PVs (Chen, 2007) because using them correctly is a true test 
of fluency (Cornell, 1985). 
 
 
Task Two Sample 
 
 
Finally, task three is an essay prompt. Composition tasks were never used in 
previous studies to check upon whether or not the syntactic differences between L1 
and L2 are the reason behind the avoidance behavior. Learners’ writing samples 
enable the researcher to examine the students’ internalization of EPVs and the 
syntactic differences between L1 and L2 differences. The task asked participants to 




2) Describe a favorite place that you visited or like to visit, and 3) Everyone is good at 
something. Task three Sample shows the prompt of each topic.  Employing PVs in 
writing would be a precise indicator of the internalization of such vocabulary.  In the 
prompt for each topic, ideas were provided to save time and the focus the participant 
on the task of writing. The intention was to obtain the largest volume of writing from 
participants. Again, the proficiency level of the participants and length of interaction 
in the L2 environment affect the performance of the two groups. Based on 
recommendations of the Instructional Assessment Resources (IAR) website, 2 minutes 
were estimated to complete each MCQ items, which equals 26 minutes for the first 
two tasks. Also, based on the websites of IELTS, International English Language 
Testing System, and the WIDA Consortium, which designs and implements 
proficiency standards and assessments for ELLs around 33 U.S. states, an hour is 
enough time to write 400 words for an essay. Therefore, 90 minutes was the time to 
complete the test. Although the focus of WIDA is on K-12 education, it supports 









After receiving the IRB permission to carry out the experimental test, learners 
were invited to participate after their school day. The participants were in four 
different sections and their sessions were on four different days. The purpose of the 
study and the consent forms were explained. The participants were encouraged to 
follow the instructions of the tasks. Inquiries of the participants were discussed before 
starting the session that lasted for an hour. However, the maximum time for the 
sessions was 75 minutes and the shortest was 55. The longest essay was 361 words 
and the shortest was 136 words. Two participants from the intermediate group did not 





The hypothesis of the study was formulated and based on the instructions of 
Mackey and Gass (2005). Bearing in mind that there are two groups of Arabic ELLs 
(intermediate and advanced) and employing Z-test, the alternative hypothesis (Ha) in 
this study states that the mean (µ) of the advanced group is not equal to the mean of 
the intermediate group. In other words, the null hypothesis (H0) states that the mean of 
the advanced group is equal to the mean of the intermediate group. The following two 
lines describe the hypothesis of this study.  
• H0: µ advanced G = µ intermediate G.   
• H1: µ advanced G ≠ µ intermediate G.   
In addition, as a second language research study, the conventional level of 
significance, alpha (α), is 0.05 (Mackey & Gass, 2005, p. 267) and it was set as 
statistical significance for this study. Hn is proved and H0 is rejected if the means of 
the two groups are not equal. Also, Z-test was used to test the hypothesis of the study 
and to measure whether the two groups differ significantly. The null hypothesis is 
rejected and the alternative hypothesis is proved if the p-value between the groups is 
smaller than the significance level, p < 0.05. A one-way ANOVA was calculated to 
determine if there is a significant difference in the performance of the two groups in 
task one and two.  
  The p-values of both one-way ANOVA and Z-tests in the first two tasks were 
compared with the (α) value set of the study, 0.05. Participants’ scores were presented 




verbs preference or avoidance and measured the performance of the groups with the 
literal and figurative PVs.  Within each group, a further comparison was carried out 
between participants to validate the effect of the aforementioned variables: exposure to 
the L2 environment either the frequency of interaction with native speakers or the 
length of study in the ESL setting and the type of phrasal verb either literal or 
figurative. The second task compared the performances of the two groups with the 
















The null hypothesis was rejected in the study, which states that the means of 
the advanced group and the intermediate group are not equal. The means, as well as 
the proportions, of the advanced group are not equal to the means of the intermediate 
group in the first two tasks. The P-value of the Z test of task one was calculated 0.01; 
it is five times lower than the predetermined alpha level, 0.05. Also, the P-value of Z 
test of task two was 0.04 between the two groups. Again, the P-value of a one-way 
ANOVA of the first two tasks was calculated 0.0001, which is also lower than the 
alpha level of the study, 0.05.  In other words, the difference between the two groups 
was significant. The following tables and figures present the groups’ scores, 
proportions, means of the tasks, and the parametric statistics. Starting with the result 
of task one, Table 3:1 shows the total scores of each item in the task in both groups. 










Results of Task One 
 
Table 3.1 
Scores of Task One 
Scores of Task One 




groups is  
0.01 
get up 9 9 
take away 2 7 
go away 7 8 
come in 6 9 
 
let down 4 7 
show off 0 0 
give up 6 9 
made up 9 9 
 
Total /72 43 58 
Proportion ∝ 60% 81% 
Mean µ 5.375 7.25 






Bar Graph of Task One Proportion 






Bar Graph of Task One Mean  
 
 
Visually, there is a difference between the performance of groups in task one. 
Statistically, the P-Value of the Z-test was calculated to be 0.01 which is lower than 
the alpha (α) level of this study. Therefore, there was a significant difference in the 
performance of the groups. Moreover, with regard to the means (µ) of the two groups, 
the advanced group mean was not equal to the intermediate mean, 7.25 ≠ 5, 37. With 
regard to the proportion, the advanced group scored 81% and the intermediate group 
scored 60%. The unequal means and proportions of the two groups proved Ha. 
Comparing the performance of both groups, the advanced group performed 21% better 
than the intermediate group in task one because of the proficiency level of students 
that played an important role as an independent variable affecting the results. 
 




 For the purpose of this study and to see the full picture of EPVs avoidance, it 
is important to look at the single-word verb equivalent that the participants chose over 
PVs in order to determine whether or not Arabic learners avoid using English PVs. 
Few participants, in both groups, avoided using the PVs when the one-word verb had a 
direct meaning as the case in “show off” and “take away.” Table 3.2 displays the 
percentages that participants preferred using the one-word verbs rather than using the 
PVs. Apparently, the intermediate group chose the one-word verbs more than the 
advanced group did; almost double the percentage. Their total score is 20 out of 72, or 
27%. Comparing this score with the advanced group’s score, Table 3.2 shows that the 
total score of advanced group is 9 out of 72, or 13%. The intermediate group used and 
preferred the one-word verbs more than the advanced group did. 
The right side of Table 3.2 displays the selections of the PVs that participants 
chose to complete the exercise. It combines Table 3.1 and Table 3.3 in a way to 
examine the avoidance tendency of English PVs by Arabic learners.  To put it simply, 
the intermediate group used PVs 60% of the time and one-word verbs 27% of the 













Further analyses within the groups were performed in task one to look into the 
effect of one of the variables, the type of phrasal verb, on the participants’ choices. 
From Table 3.3, obviously, participants in both groups did well with the literal phrasal 
verbs, the first four items. The performance of the intermediate group with the literal 
PVs was 14% better than their performance with figurative PVs. Similarly, the 
performance of the advanced group with the literal PVs was 23% better than their 
performance with the figurative PVs. Moreover, the P-Values of Z-test were 
calculated within each group to test the effect of PV type on the avoidance behavior.  




than the (α) level of this study. It was 0.03 which signifies the difference within the 
advanced group’s performance with the literal and figurative PVs. The P-Value within 
the intermediate group’s performance with both PVs types was not significant, 0.33. 
This may be partially explained by the limited sample size, unfortunately. Apparently, 
figurative PVs were avoided and used significantly less than the literal PVs by all 
participants. The within group analysis shows that the type of PVs played an important 
role as a variable affecting the the results. Both groups performed better with the 
literal PVs.   
 
Table 3.3 




Results of Task Two 
Task two comprised only figurative PVs. Similar to task one, it asked 




The scores of both groups were below average, 13% and 42% for the intermediate and 
advanced level, respectively. The proportion and mean of both groups in this task were 
not equal, which proved the Ha. Again, these differences in the performance rejected 
the null hypothesis; the proportion and mean of the advanced group were not equal to 
the proportion and mean of the intermediate group. The advanced level performed 
29% better than the intermediate group, which shows the role of the proficiency level 
as a variable. Statistically, the P-Value of Z-test of task two was calculated 0.004. It is 
lower than the (α) level of this study, 0.05. It indicates a significant difference in the 
performance of the two groups. Table 3.4, Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 illustrate the 
results of task two. 
 
Table 3.4 
Scores of Task Two 
Scores of Task Two 
Phrasal Verbs Intermediate Level Advanced Level 
P-Value = 
0.004 
   
pick up 3 6 
take up 1 4 
bring about 0 2 
carry out 0 2 
point out 2 5 
 
Total /45 6 19 
Proportion ∝ 13% 42% 
Mean µ  1.2 3.8 
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Figure 3.4 





One-way ANOVA was calculated to compare the total scores of the two 
groups in task one and two. The result showed a significant difference between the 
performances of the two groups in the test. The P-Value of one-way ANOVA was 
calculated as 0.0001. This value is lower than the (α) level of this study, 0.05. It 
indicates a significant difference in the performance of the two groups. The results of 
task three were not included in the one-way ANOVA calculations because the task 
was a composition and there is no limit for a full mark.  Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 
present the results of one-way ANOVA for task one and two. 
 
Table: 3.5 






N 9 9 18 
∑X 45 77 122 
Mean 5 8.5556 6.7778 
∑X
2 
239 671 910 
Variance 1.75 1.5278 4.8889 
Std.Dev. 1.3229 1.236 2.2111 








Result of One-way ANOVA 
One-way ANOVA Results 
P F MS df SS  
<.0001 34.71 
56.8889 1 56.8889  
1.6389 16 26.2222 Error 
 
 
Results of Task Three 
Task three was a composition question. Participants were asked to choose a 
topic out of three and write about it. Avoidance of using EPVs due to any kind of 
reason, syntactic or semantic, would be clear in this exercise because it is an elicitation 
task. Participants had to come up with PVs that fit the context to the extent of their 
understanding. Participants’ choices of the topics are as follow; 7 wrote about topic 
one, 4 wrote about topic two, and 5 wrote about topic three. Two participants from the 
intermediate group chose not to write. Table 3.7 contains the phrasal verbs each 
participant wrote in their writings. According to the total number of PVs counted in 
the compositions, the advanced group integrated almost twice as many PVs as the 
intermediate group did, 20:39. The mean of this task was 2 and 4 for the intermediate 
and advanced group, respectively. This result also proved the alternative hypothesis 
that the means of the two groups are not equal. These results are very low for two 
reasons: participants are familiar with the concept of PVs in Arabic Alkhuli (1999) 






Used PVs in Task Three 
N Intermediate G. Total 
Length 
of Stay 




Hung out – turn 
on\of – get over 
4 1 Y 
Give up – carry on – back up – 
take off – put on – check in\out – 
set up 
8 1 Y 
2 
Get up- make up 
– run into 
3 1 Y 
Show up – check in\out - pick up 
– get over– act up  
6 1 Y 
3 
Look up – pick 
up- go back  
3 1 Y 
Made up – give up- 
find out- went off – run out of 
5 1 Y 
4 
woke up -  try 
out  
2 9 M 
Get up – fall down - give up – 
pick up - pack up 
5 1 Y 
5 
Make up -  look 
after 
2 9 M 
Grew up – hang out – mix up – 
try out  
4 1 Y 
6 
Clean up - Get 
off – stay up 
3 1 Y fill out  - hand in  2 4 M 
7 
Wake up - eat 
out – try out 
3 9 M Go away – look for – show up 3 9 M 
8 
 es  to  di 
sVd 
0 9 M 
Wake up – break up with-  give 
up 
3 9 M 
9 
 es  to  di 
sVd 
0 9 M Look after - pick up – bring up 3 9 M 
  
Total  Total  
20 39 





As it turns out, the alternative hypothesis was confirmed and the null hypothesis 
was rejected. In other words, the means of the advanced group were not equal to the 
intermediate group in all tasks. The calculations of Z-test and one-way ANOVA 
showed that there were significant differences between the performance of the 




The scores of task one were examined on three levels. The findings of each 
level answer a portion of the research questions. Table 3.1 displays the performance of 
the two groups in task one; the intermediate group scored 61% (43 total scores\72 total 
items) while the advanced group scored 81% (58\72). Besides showing the means and 
proportions of both groups, which fell in favor of the advanced group, the Z-test 
calculations demonstrated a significant difference in the performance of both groups in 
task one. The p value was lower than the alpha level (α) of the study, 0.01< 0.05. 
According to Liao and Fukuya (2004), the proficiency level of the learners is a 
substantial factor, as an independent variable, that plays an important role not only in 
using and avoiding EPVs, but also in differentiating between the scores of the groups. 
Participants of the advanced group used more PVs so that they scored higher than the 
intermediate group. 
Table 3.2 displayed the times that the participants avoided using PVs and 
preferred the one-word verb instead. The intermediate group avoided using PVs 27% 
of the time and the advanced group avoided using them 13% of the time. These 
percentages evoke the idea of complete ignorance of the L2 linguistic forms that 
suggested by Kleinmann (1977) and the idea of intentional avoidance of L2 forms that 
suggested by Schachter (1974). Avoidance and ignorance are two different cases 
(Laufer & Eliasson, 1993). For example, “show off,” item 6 in task one, was not 
chosen by any participants. Attributing the case of not choosing “show off” to 
ignorance or avoidance is an unwise decision to make without looking at its 




advanced group (14%) and 3 from the intermediate group (8%). Although “boast” is a 
wrong choice, only in this study, it stands up for the complete ignorance of the 
meaning of the linguistic form “show off” suggested by Kleinmann.; all participants 
did not know the meaning of the form. Another reason supports Kleinmann’s 
suggestion is that “show off” is not listed among the top 50 PVs in the general English 
corpora BNC and COCA that Chen (2013) presented in her study. It is not a frequent 
form that heard every day; maybe because it is a word that carries a negative 
connotation.  The third evidence that generally supports it is a case of ignorance of the 
meaning of the form instead of intentional avoidance is the incorporation of many PVs 
in task three. The intermediate group employed a total of 20 PVs and the advanced 
students employed 39. One clear conclusion can be drawn is the effectiveness role of 
the language proficiency level on the results. Simply, the higher the language 
proficiency level of the learners is, the higher the number of PVs they know and use. 
Another interesting result from Table 3.2 is “take away,” item 2.  Although 
“take away” has a literal meaning, 7 participants from the intermediate group did not 
choose it; they chose its counterpart, “remove.” They, according to Hulstijn and 
Marchena (1989), chose to play it safe with PVs. Only the participants themselves 
who chose “remove” can provide the reasons behind their choices because 
explanations for the result of this particular item vary. One possible explanation is that 
one-word verbs are acquired earlier and more easily than their equivalent PVs as 
Hulstijn and Marchena suggested in their study. Another explanation is that “take 




“remove” over “take away” is a case of “genuine avoidance” as Dagut and Laufer 
(1985) stated in their study. It is a limitation to this study that a follow up interview 
should have been held up with the participants to gain accurate explanations instead of 
false speculations. 
Table 3.2 answers research question one that participants avoided using PVs 
occasionally. According to the given percentages of task one (81% and 61%), the 
intermediate learners used the one-word verbs double the times that the advanced 
learners did. The intermediate group avoided using PVs 27% of the time and the 
advanced group 13% of the times. This result is consistent with previous empirical 
studies that the avoidance behavior is an undisputed fact in language learning 
(Kleinmann, 1977; Schachter 1974), it happens with phrasal verbs, and the advanced 
group always uses more PVs than the intermediate group does (Dagut & Laufer, 1985; 
Hulstijn & Marchena, 1989; Laufer & Eliasson, 1993; Liao & Fukuya, 2004). The 
distinction between the percentages of PV avoidance, from 27% to 13%, validates the 
claim that PV avoidance is reduced as the language proficiency level of the learners’ 
climes up (Hulstijna & Marchena, 1989) and the substantiality of the of the factor 
proficiency level of L2.  
As proposed in the hypothesis of this study, the results contended that the 
mean and the proportion of the advanced group were not equal to the mean and 
proportion of the intermediate group. The null hypothesis was rejected in task one and 
in task two. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 portrayed the mean (µ) and proportions (∝) of each 




proportion was 81%, whereas the mean and the proportion of the intermediate group 
were 5.37 and 60%, respectively. Figure 3.3 and 3.4 portrayed the means and 
proportions of task two. The mean of the advanced group was calculated 3.8 and the 
proportion was 42%, whereas the mean and the proportion of the intermediate group 
were 1.2 and 13%, respectively. These calculations address research question three 
that the intermediate learners do not prefer, avoid, using PVs over the one-word verbs.  
The further analysis of task one provided important insights on the efficacy of 
phrasal verb type, as an independent variable, on the avoidance behavior and on the 
results. Table 3.3 showed a comparison between the scores of the literal and figurative 
PVs in task one. The comparison revealed a significant difference (P-Value < 0.05) of 
the performance associated with the types of PVs. The performance shrunk by 23% in 
the advanced group and by 14% in the intermediate group when they dealt with the 
figurative PVs after the literal PVs. These findings imply that the figurative PVs were 
avoided more often than the literal ones, which is explained by the poor performance 
of both groups. The poor performance with figurative PVs was also the findings of 
previous studies. Hulstijna and Marchena (1989) reported that there was a tendency 
from their participants to avoid PVs, especially those carrying idiomatic meanings, 
although Dutch learners of English are familiar with the category of PVs in their 
native language. They also stated that the strategy of avoiding PVs was “strongest 
among the intermediate learners” (p. 249).  Liao and Fukuya (2004) also reported that 




(2004) stated that figurative PVs were used “less often” in the study by the Chinese 
learners of English (p. 216).  
These findings, the poor performance with figurative PVs and the low 
performance of the intermediate group generally, are also an implication that the 
inherent semantic complexity of EPVs are the reason of the avoidance attitude ELLs 
have toward this specific category. These findings are contrary to the findings of 
Dagut and Laufer (1985) that English learners avoid using PVs because Hebrew lacks 
the syntactic category of PVs. The existence of the category of PVs in Arabic is 
addressed after the discussion of the results. 
Before turning the discussion into task two, one comment on the performance 
difference is left about task one. It is noteworthy that the performance difference, 
between the two types of PVs illustrated in Table 3.3, of the advanced group (23%) 
should not exceed the intermediate group’s (14%). The percentages seem unhealthy; 
however, it is may be for two reasons: the low performance of the intermediate group 
in task one generally (60%) and item 6; choosing “boast” over “show off” by the 
advanced group (5 out of 9 participants). “Boast” raised the advanced group’s 
percentage and it was counted as a wrong answer. If fact, those five participants were 
the ones who know the meaning of “boast” and their answers would have been 
considered right in a scenario other than a PV quiz.  In other words, the performance 
difference of the advanced group would have been lower than the intermediate group’s 




group. Again, a follow up interview with the participants would have cleared up 
whether they knew the meaning of the words or not. 
Task two addressed research question four that investigated whether the 
students recognize the new meaning of to the verb when followed by a particle that 
happens is attached. Also, task two partially answers research question two: whether 
Arabic learners of English avoid using EPVs for syntactic reasons or semantic reasons. 
Table 3.4 illustrated that both groups scored below average: 42% and 13% for the 
advanced group and the intermediate group, respectively. These findings, the low 
percentages, indicate that there is a vocabulary issue with PVs. It appears that 
participants did not recognize the change that came about to the meaning of the verbs, 
which they usually know, when a particle is attached. Although the designated PVs in 
task two were among the top 10 PVs of the 50 most frequent PVs in Chen’s study 
(2013), none of the groups even scored 50%. This result affirmed the claim that PVs 
are neglected in ELT, especially in EFL settings (Chen, 2007) and obviously in ESL 
setting, too. Furthermore, it affirms that EPVs present one of the most difficult aspects 
of English language to learn (Girju, 2008) since both groups scored below average, 
50%. 
Research question two asked about the reasons behind avoiding EPVs. It 
questioned whether the syntactic differences between Arabic and English were the 
reason to avoid using EPVs or the semantic complexity of EPVs that inhibited Arabic 
learners from using them.  The low performance of the participants in task two along 




polysemous nature of EPVs is the answer to research question two. The learners did 
not recognize the meaning of the words in the given four choices to complete the 
sentences. That is to say, the multiplicity of meanings and usages of EPVs confuse 
learners and contribute to the cognitive load of English vocabulary, which is 
sometimes frustrating to learners. Also, the correct usage and word order of PVs in 
task three validate that the syntactic differences between Arabic and English do not 
have any effect on the avoidance. 
The presence of phrasal verbs in Arabic language was discussed in Chapter II. 
Two different positions were elaborated. Swan and Smith (1987) stated that English 
phrasal verbs represent a great difficulty for Arabic learners because the category of 
phrasal verbs does not exist in their native language. Similarly, Heliel (1994) doubted 
the presence of phrasal verbs in Arabic language. He considered “all Arabic Verb-
Preposition combinations as prepositional verbs” not as phrasal verbs. Contrary to 
these positions, Alkhuli (1999) considered prepositional verbs as one “type of phrasal 
verbs” and Najieb (2005) claimed that PVs exist in Arabic but they are “limited to 
give the opposite meaning” because, theoretically, changing the prepositions changes 
the meaning. 
The fact that the presence and absence of the category of phrasal verbs in 
Arabic language is contentious does not affect the avoidance behavior Arabic ELLs 
have toward EPVs. Although contemporary Arabic grammarians, Alkhuli (1999) and 
Najieb (2005), attested the presence of PVs in Arabic language, though to a limited 




employed in task three were used correctly; they described specifically the actions that 
participants intended to express in their writings without any grammatical mistake or 
error. Table 3.7 showed and counted the PVs used in task three by each participant. 
The table also contained the length of stay in the L2 environment for each student. 
Neither syntactic nor semantic mistakes/errors were made by either group using EPVs 
in task three. This result implies that the semantic complexity of EPVs takes all the 
blame for the avoidance behavior of Arabic learners of English. It is similar to Hulstijn 
and Marchena’s (1989) study when the Dutch learners avoided using EPVs because of 
their semantic complexity; Dutch ELLs are familiar with the concept of PVs in their 
NT.  
From another perspective, the results of task three seem to disagree with the 
claim that Arabic ELLs avoid using EPVs because Table 3.7 showed that the 
participants were able to use EPVs in their writings. However, the mean and median 
of both groups supported the hypothesis that Arabic learners do avoid EPVs. The 
mean and medina of the groups were very low especially when the curricula of the 
intermediate group embraced dedicated lessons about EPVs. Individual differences 
played a significant role in the performance of the participants in task three. Students 
with higher scores from task one and two used more PVs in task three. The advanced 
participants demonstrated a better performance, almost double, in task three and the 
other two tasks of the study. Participants were expected to produce more PVs than the 
ones listed in Table 3.7; most of the PVs were not complex PVs except for two used 




participant 3 and 8. Both of them stayed a year in the US, which may explain the 
usage of the prepositional PVs. An extended stay in the US increases the input chances 
of all types of vocabulary. One rational explanation behind the “minimum usage” of 
PVs is the prevailing belief that PVs are informal language register and most general 
and public education is formal. This is the dilemma or the trap where PVs fall into; 
PVs are neglected in most English language courses because they suggest a different 
less formal register than what is expected in a formal academic context. Contemporary 
grammarians mentioned that PV forms are to “equally acceptable” in contemporary 
written English, yet writers should not use PV forms at the expense of the formal 
register form (Koffi, 2015, p. 330). 
It is worth mentioning that the length of stay in the L2 environment, as 
variable, played a significant role in L2 development and in the total scores of the 
participants. Tables of total scores of the participants and the length of their stay in the 
United States studying English were recorded in Appendix C. The tables suggest that 
the longer the stay in the L2 environment, the more phrasal verbs to be learned. 
Simply put, longer periods of L2 sitting implies more interactions and more input to 
be received, either from inside and outside school walls or from native and nonnative 
speakers. According to Siyanova and Schmitt (2007), long stays in ELS sitting 
correlate with the number of PVs acquired (p. 129). The last column in the tales 
comprises the length of stay in the US extracted from the demographic information 





The study was confined on Arabic learners so the size of the sample was one 
major challenge of the study. Only male participants participated in the study. The p 
value was insignificant while comparing the performance of the intermediate group 
with the literal and figurative PVs. A post-test interview with the participants should 
have been conducted after the tests to have better explanation about the avoidance of 
PVs; whether it was intentional avoidance of the EPVs or it is just complete ignorance 
of the meaning of the PVs. Furthermore, the number of PVs was limited. 
In addition, a translation task would have been better than a composition one. 
At least the researcher has an opportunity to choose PVs that he\she knows their 
importance for ELLs to acquire and test them. Waiting for the learners to produce 
them, the case of task three, does not measure how many PVs they know. The topics 
given in task three might preclude some PVs that the learners know that were not 
suitable for the topics. However, the correct usage of PVs in task three showed 
internalization signs of the EPVs in the learners’ interlanguage system. 
 
Conclusion 
The results of the present study affirm the presence of the phenomenon of the 
avoidance behavior of EPVs among Arabic ELLs. Participants in both groups 
preferred to use a single-word in places where PVs would sound more natural and 
native like. The reason behind this behavior resides in the polysemous nature of EPVs 
not in their syntactic property. The semantic complexity makes the learning burden 




differences between Arabic and English show little, if any, effect on the avoidance 
behavior of EPVs. Of course, there are independent variables that are responsible for 
preventing ELLs from using EPVs: the proficiency level and the length of stay in the 
L2 environment. Both have significant roles affecting the avoidance behavior of 
EPVs. According to the scores, the advanced learners used more PVs in the test than 
the intermediate learners. Learners who stayed longer periods in L2 environment 
gained higher scores as well. There is a direct proportion between the length of stay 
and the number of PVs learners know. This result is in consensus with Spolsky (1989) 
who stated that proficiency level of the learners correlates with the exposure and 
practice of L2 Again, the type of PVs, having a literal or figurative, also played a 
significant role as an independent variable. Arabic learners, in both proficiency levels, 
demonstrated that the idiomatic PVs are avoided much more than the literal PVs due 
to the meaning shift of the verb. Ignorance of the meaning of the verb-particle 
combinations is the main reason to avoid using them by Arabic ELLs. 
This study opens doors for further investigations in the acquisition of EPVs. 
Hulstijn and Marchena (1989) argued that one-word verbs are acquired in earlier 
stages of learning L2 before their equivalent PVs. This suggests that there is an order 
of learning PVs. A study that traces the hierarchical order of PVs’ acquisition will 
provide a list of these PVs to teach them in early stages of English learning and 
teaching. Thus, familiarizing learners with these lists from the beginning, increase 




the acquisition of EPVs in EFL and ESL settings to convey the successful experience 
to the other setting. 
 
Pedagogical Implications 
The first step in solving any problem is recognizing there is one. ESL 
educators realized that there is an issue with English phrasal verbs hindering learners’ 
language development. Through research studies, avoidance behavior is recognized 
and through research studies, a solution will be reached. Now, EPVs present an 
additional source of learning difficulties due to their polysemous nature. The natural 
reaction to any kind of difficulty is avoidance behavior to either the syntactic or 
semantic forms. As problematic constructions, PVs affect learners’ perceiving and 
producing fluency; causing difficulties interpreting messages and making their speech 
sounds unnatural. 
Studies and observations have concluded that PVs are neglected topic in 
English learning curricula although they are an indispensable part of native speaker’s 
everyday speech. For the records, the materials of the intermediate participants, 
listening and speaking materials to be specific, encompass lessons to familiarize 
learners with PVs. It is a step forward that curriculum designers developed the 
materials based on recommendations of experimental and empirical studies. At the 
same time, it is necessary that teachers cover the weaknesses of the materials they 
teach if PVs happened to be unaddressed or neglected, Most studies about teaching 
prepositions and phrasal verbs, more or less, address three methods; the traditional 




This section of the study tries to shed light on useful methodologies of 
teaching EPVs. Since learning styles differ from one student to another, teachers have 
alternatives to opt from to suit the needs of their students. The recent approach to 
teach PVs is through Cognitive Linguistics (CL) approach. According to Rudzka-
Ostyn (2003), CL suggests teaching the core sense of meaning of the particles first 
because it is the key element in understanding more abstract or metaphoric meanings 
of PVs. Simply, the rationale behind focusing on particles is that they are a closed 
class, while verbs are an open class, meaning that new verbs can and are often added 
to the lexicon, whereas the addition of new particles is rare, if ever.  To facilitate the 
acquisition of some PVs, some innovative teachers adopted this approach and created 
posters of some PVs of a specific particle and its usages and meanings. Unlike 
traditional dictionaries that list PVs under the main entry verbs, particles are the 
concern.  
Even before the neurophysiological brain imaging Cappelle et al. (2010) used 
to prove that PVs exist in the brain as lexical chunks, McArthur (1971) supported the 
idea of teaching PVs as independent vocabulary units (p. 71). Both McArthur and 
Rudzka-Ostyn published workbooks with extensive exercises that assist ELLs in 
acquiring PVs. The workbooks are Using Phrasal Verbs (1975) by McArthur and 
Word Power: Phrasal Verbs and Compounds (2003) by Rudzka-Ostyn. ESL teachers 
should consult these materials to cover PVs that are ignored in their courses texts. 
Chen (2007) grouped the 50 most frequent PVs together in her study, which is similar 




prepositions and phrasal verbs as chunks or blocks of vocabulary. According to 
Mueller (2011), learners are sensitive to the frequencies of linguistic input. Kids 
produce phrases believing that these phrases are single words, e.g., “gimme for give 
me” and “alotta for a lot of” (p. 481). 
Another approach to teach EPVs was suggested by Side (1990). He stated that 
verb-particle constructions are not combined randomly and there might be a system 
underlying them.  He emphasized teaching them in context, not alone as long lists of 
vocabulary, especially the idiomatic PVs. Moreover, it would be easier to learn PVs 
by grouping them “together according to the particles” not the verbs. Establishing 
connections between PVs regarding their meaning connections also facilitates their 
acquisitions.  Finally, practice makes perfect. I hope that English teachers find these 
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Informed Consent Letter 
 
The avoidance Phenomenon of English Phrasal Verbs by Arabic Learners 
 
To: IEC Students Participants 
From: Mohammad Gandorah, a student in Master’s Degree in Teaching English as a 
Second Language program at SCU; gamo1201@stcloudstate.edu or 951-742-9344 
Advisor: Michael Schwartz, Professor of English and the director of the IEC at SCSU; 
mwschwartz@stcloudstate.edu or 320-308-3237 
 
Background Information and Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to determine whether the avoidance behavior of Arab 
learners toward English Phrasal verbs stems from the syntactic differences between 
the two languages or from the inherent semantic complexity English phrasal verbs. I 
will analyze the results of the different tasks of the tests and incorporate them with 
other variables such as the proficiency level, the amount of L2 exposure/living in L2 
environment and interaction with native speakers.    
 
Procedures 
You are invited to participate in a research study and answer few questions regarding 
English phrasal verbs. If you agree to participate in the study, you will be asked to 
take a test about phrasal verbs. The test includes a multiple choice task, matching task, 
and scrambled sentences task. 
 
Risks and Discomforts 
There will be no risks involved for you in this study. The results will not affect your 
grade or study in any mean. Also, your names will not appear in the analysis. 
 
Benefits 
The study will help to gain better understanding behind the avoidance behavior of 
English phrasal verbs. The concept of this category is absent in Arabic language is one 
part of the argument and the semantic complexity is the other part. Both parts hinder 
their acquisition.   
 
Confidentiality 
The confidentiality of the information gathered during your participation in this study 
will be maintained. Your personal identity will remain confidential. You will not be 
identified by your name in any published material. All data will be kept confidential.  
 
Research Results 
 At your request, I am happy to provide a summary of the research results when the 






Your participation is voluntary.  Your decision whether or not to participate will not 
affect your current or future relations with St. Cloud State University, or the 
researcher. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without 
penalty.   
 
Acceptance to Participate 
Your signature indicates that you are least 18 years of age, you have read the 
information provided above, and you have consent to participate willingly. You may 









































Please circle your choice response below to best describe you. 
 
1. Gender 
a. male    b. female  
2. Age  
a. 18 -20   b. 21-23  c. 24-26   d. 26-28   other _________ 
 
3. What is your our major subject  
a. engineering   b. computer c. business  d. education       other:_________ 
 
4. How long have you been in the United States? 
a. 3 months   b. 6 months  c. 9 months     d. 12 months        other:_________  
 
5. How many years did you study English before coming to the United States? 
a. none  b. 3-6 years   c. 6-9 years    d. 9-12 years other:_________ 
 
6. How often do you use English out of school?   



































Please read the following casual conversations and circle the best answer that 
completes it. Make your best guess if you do not know the meaning of the words in 
the selections. Be sure to answer all questions. Remember these are casual 
conversations. 
For example 
A: I didn’t expect to see Emily at the party. I thought she had gone on vacation. 
B: Me neither. I was also surprised when she _______. 
       a. claimed   b. appeared   c. showed up   d. looked up 
 
1. A: When the weather is nice I love to __________ early. 
B: Me, too. It’s good to enjoy the morning air. 
        a. rise   b. release            c. get up      d. look after 
 
2. (in a restaurant) 
A: Miss, could I get a bit more coffee when you’ve got a chance? 
B: Sure. Would you like me to __________ these plates first?” 
    a. remove  b. take away  c. mix                 d. drop in 
 
3. A: I’m sorry I hurt you. I didn’t mean to say those things. I was just angry. 
B: Just ________. I don’t want to see you for a while. 
       a leave   b. sit               c. go away      d. move on 
 
4. A: How do you get in the bar? 
B: You have to _________ the back door. 
      a. enter              b. come in    c. adopt      d. put up 
 
5. A: How do you like John? 
B: He is one of those few people who never __________ their friends. 
a. solves   b. disappoints  c. lets down      d. carries on 
 
6. A: Do you notice that Marvin likes to _________? 
B: Yes. But I don’t think that he has anything to be proud of. 
          a. lie   b. boast   c. show off       d. break out 
A: Robert and Paul were fighting on the street this morning. 
B: So I heard. Was it serious? 
    A: They didn’t stop until Paul twisted his ankle and had to _________. 







7. A: I was late for my class last week, so I _______________ a story about a traffic 
jam. 
      B: But did your teacher believe it at all? Better be frank next time. 
        a. lay down  b. invented   c. made up         d. followed 
 
 
Task 2  
Circle the correct answer. Only one answer is correct. 
 
1. A: Did you notice your cousin’s kids? They spoke Chinese most of the time on 
dinner. 
B: My cousin lived in Hong Kong for four years. The kids must’ve _______ a lot  
of Chinese. 
a. run into b. come back  c. recover from       d. picked up  
 
2. A: Summer is coming. Do you have any plans? 
B: I’m not traveling this break, and I’m thinking to _____________ a new hobby. 
a. get over    b. put up    c. take up       d. calm down 
 
3. A: Look at you, you look great! You must’ve been working out hard. 
B: Thanks. Remember exercise alone is unlikely to _______  great weight loss. 
a. break up  b. bring about   c. sort out        d. eat up 
 
4. A: Did you know most of the cosmetic products are tested on animals? 
B: What do you mean? 
A: Companies ______ experiments on animals before we use them. 
B: What a petty! Poor animals. 
a. carry out  b. look into   c. put down               d. pass out. 
 
5. A: Have you heard the latest news about the Syrian war? 
B: Yep, all headlines   _________ the dangers of using chemical and biological 
weapons. 












Task 3  
Write an essay/paragraph in ONLY ONE of the following topics: 
 
Topic One 
“Write about your experience learning English abroad” 
There are many ideas you can consider and include in your writing. 
For example, you can write about your reasons for learning English and the 
advantages you will have after learning English.  You can write about the things that 
helped you or hindered/slowed down your progress learning English.  Also, you can 
compare your experience of learning English between your country and in America. 
  
Topic Two 
“Describe a favorite place that you visited or like to visit” 
Of course, there are factors that contribute to make a place special; people, 
atmosphere/environment, food, services, and activities. 
For example,  you can state the reasons that make your favorite place, who would you 
like to take, how long would you stay, and when would you like to go in your writing.  
  
Topic Three 
“Everyone is good at something” 
Think about a hobby or something that you do best. You can state the reasons of 





























































Intermediate Total Scores 
Students Task 1 Task 2 Total\13 




1 6 1 7 4 1 Y 
2 6 0 6 3 1 Y 
3 5 0 5 3 1 Y 
4 5 0 5 2 9 M 
5 5 1 6 2 9 M 
6 5 0 5 3 1 Y 
7 5 0 5 3 9 M 
8 3 0 3 0 9 M 
9 3 0 3 0 9 M 
 
 
Advanced Total Scores 
Students Task 1 Task 2 Total \13 




1 7 3 10 8 1 Y 
2 7 3 10 7 1 Y 
3 7 2 9 5 1 Y 
4 7 2 9 4 1 Y 
5 7 2 9 4 1 Y 
6 6 2 8 2 4 M 
7 6 2 8 3 9 M 
8 6 2 8 3 9 M 
9 5 1 6 3 9 M 
 
